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In the Egyptian religion, there is belief in an afterlife. The Egyptians believe that another life continued after one has
died. Because the.

During this time Greece was divided into many separate cities that each had their own distinct personality. The
smashing of the votives signified one's surrender to the benevolent will of the gods. A votive was anything
offered in fulfillment of a vow or in the hopes of attaining some wish. The Egyptians were one of the very few
that arose to civilization independently, and accomplished many impressive things along the way. Religion in
Egypt helped the communities come together and created understandings and shared values. The artwork is
currently viewed at The Art Institute of Chicago. Meskell writes: One may envisage a priest or priestess
coming and collecting the offerings and then replacing the baskets, some of which have been detected
archaeologically. These influences would be evident in some circumstances and in others might to be subtler.
An enormous impact on the history of Egypt was religion, it shaped the everyday life of all the egyptians. Beer
was considered essential for one's health in ancient Egypt and a gift from the gods, and there were many
deities associated with the drink which was said to have been first brewed by Osiris. No one but the head
priest was allowed such close contact with the god. Both the Ancient Egyptians and the Ancient Greeks
practiced polytheism. From the Ancient Greeks, who treated Egypt with venerable respect, to Alexander the
Great, and Napoleon, who felt it was imperative to go there, few other cultures have represented so much of
universal value to all humans. Upon arriving in the realm of the Duat Land of the Gods , the deceased had to
pass through seven gates, reciting accurately a magic spell at each stop. An early myth tells of how Osiris was
tricked and killed by his brother Set and how Isis brought him back to life. The myths describe not only the
societal hierarchy, but also enactments of rituals and a chronicled view of life in ancient Egypt gripped by
religious values. Moreover, at the shrine site of Timna in the Sinai, votives were ritually smashed to signify
the handing over from human to deity, attesting to the range of ritual practices occurring at the time. There
were grand festivals such as The Beautiful Festival of the Wadi in honor of the god Amun and lesser festivals
for other gods or to celebrate events in the life of the community. Editorial Review This Article has been
reviewed for accuracy, reliability and adherence to academic standards prior to publication. He then travelled
through the underworld on a solar bark, accompanied by the gods, to reach paradise and attain everlasting life.
The gods informed the night sky, even traveled through it, but were not distant deities in the heavens; the gods
lived alongside the people of Egypt and interacted with them daily. Priests and priestesses were assigned to the
temples to help in watching over the contributions and helping the people pay tribute to the gods. In the
discoveries of these artifacts, historians have found religious-like stories with Gods and supernatural elements.
A collection of ancient Egyptian love poems written by average citizens was uncovered in Deir el-Medina and,
like all other works of literature, within the writing, there are details indicative of their values. They thought
that it floated on a large sea of water and that the Nile River was one of the springs from this water. These
three gods were associated with Ogdoad of Hermopolis, a group of eight primordial deities who "embodied
the qualities of primeval matter, such as darkness, moistness, and lack of boundaries or visible powers. Trees
were considered the homes of the gods and one of the most popular of the Egyptian deities, Hathor, was
sometimes known as "Mistress of the Date Palm" or "The Lady of the Sycamore" because she was thought to
favor these particular trees to rest in or beneath. Each was show in pictures with different bodies or heads of
animals, depending upon the type of job that the god might have and the power that they associated with the
animal or bird. There the oracles took place and the priests answered petitions"  The fact that these items of
jewelry were personal objects suggests a powerful and intimate link with the goddess. Life after Death The
ancient Egyptians' attitude towards death was influenced by their belief in immortality. The Great Pyramid
probably wasn't designed with these relationships in mind. Over a period of three thousand years many
kingdoms and dynasties came into power and many died away into oblivion. There were no hardships, rivalry
or any negative emotions in the spiritual realm. The peculiarity of religious beliefs of the ancient Egyptians
developed because of the geographical location of the state. One would then continue one's existence just as
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before, awaiting those one loved in life to pass over themselves or meeting those who had gone on before.


